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A Dozen Ways MBMA is Transforming the Concept of Metal Buildings

How To Hire Right!

By George Hedley

By Jeff Carmean
The Metal Building Manufacturing Associ-

2013, to be used by metal building manufacturers

much needed allowances in additional thermal

I’ve learned that most construction compa-

crews and jobs. Now his customers, suppliers

to improve frame optimization.

insulation. The two-hour, fire-rated wall assembly

ny owners have a common fear: the fear of

What position do you need filled?

ation (MBMA) is the industry leader when

and employees call him directly on his cellphone,

Why have you procrastinated way too long? Are you

provides for factory, mercantile and storage areas

hiring the wrong person. And to avoid making

which adds to overworking 80 hours per week. As

afraid to hire and make a mistake? Make a list of ev-

with 5 feet or less of separation, and for buildings

a hiring mistake, they usually postpone hiring for

a result, his sales and profits are dwindling and he

erything you do and should let go of and not do. After

classified as Type H Hazard Occupancies.

months, years or forever. When owners don’t fill

doesn’t know what to do next.

sorting the ‘should let go of’ list, decide what type

it comes to research and engineering for
economic cycle, MBMA invested in a dozen sig-

Industry Standard Manual
Combines Current Knowledge

nificant milestone actions to improve performance,

MBMA’s Metal Building Systems Design Manual

open new markets and answer questions in the

was updated to bring its contents in line with the

building code arena. These game changers will
grow the industry.

metal building systems. Even during a tough

of new position would free up and produce the most

project managers, estimators or field supervisors,

Jered is part owner of a steel erection company

time for you to focus on what your company needs to

IBC 2012, ASCE 7-10 and other relevant standards.

Unique Content Available in
Fire Resistance Design Guide

they spend too much time on menial tasks, which

and does all the take-offs, and calls subcontrac-

grow and make more money. Then commit to go out

This update was a substantial undertaking due to

Metal buildings typically require fire

should be handled by employees. These simple

tors and suppliers for bids and estimates. These

and hire that person and make them accountable for

the number of changes within the ASCE 7-10 (in

resistance designs to satisfy fire

tasks often include writing checks, getting material

demands have depleted the time he needs to

the tasks you need accomplished. Remember, the

Seismic Research Makes
Breakthrough Discoveries

particular the wind load and seismic provisions).

codes. MBMA’s Fire Resistance

quotes, calling subcontractors to get shop drawings

spend out in the field to keep jobs moving. As a

alternative is to continue hoping things get better and

Design Guide for Metal Building

submitted, organizing monthly invoices, worrying

result, they are not winning enough new contracts

doing nothing about it. So get over your fears and go

Through a multiyear research

Systems addresses all fire protec-

about equipment maintenance, doing take-offs,

and the field is not meeting the job budgets.

for it. Now write a compelling ad listing out exactly

initiative, MBMA is examining

Industry Credibility Enhanced
through Accreditation

tion issues related to metal building sys-

job correspondence or playing phone tag trying to

how to expand the competitive-

The MBMA Accreditation Committee worked with

tems. Details are at www.mbma.com/bookstore.

schedule meetings.

ness of metal building systems

The International Accreditation Service (IAS), a

When business owners handle too many

Why don’t these business owners get some help?

Construction Administration Ad

simple tasks and try to manage the business, they

What are they afraid of? Letting go of doing tasks

Growing construction company seeks full-charge re-

don’t have enough time to focus on sales, business

and delegating them to someone else is the only

sponsible, energetic construction administrator and

Mr. DO = Company DOESN’T!

what you need. For example:

in high seismic areas. This

subsidiary of the International Code Council (ICC), to

November, MBMA’s Technical team, headed

implement a quality management system covering

Life Cycle Assessment Program to
Unveil Groundbreaking Energy Tool

up by Dr. W. Lee Shoemaker, will meet with a dozen

all phases of metal building engineering and fabrica-

MBMA has been conducting research to es-

development, meeting with potential customers or

way your company will ever grow or make more

office manager to organize and handle multiple tasks

seismic design experts from all over the country to

tion. This accreditation established performance

tablish and verify metal building environmental

improving field productivity. These owners work too

money. As Mr. DO, when you do work, your

including: phones, computers, submittals, contracts,

review the completed research, exchange ideas and

criteria that meets the requirements of Chapter 17

impact. Life Cycle Assessment research estab-

many hours on the wrong or urgent tasks that could

company doesn’t work! The more you do, the

correspondence, customer service, paperwork,

develop approaches for the next phase of research.

of the IBC, accepted by most building officials.

lished industry-average environmental impacts

be handled by employees. As a result, the business

less your company makes. When you handle $10

graphic design, job-site meetings and billings. Con-

that will be uploaded into the NREL US LCI

gets stuck at the size and level where the business

to $20 per hour tasks, you can’t focus on impor-

struction knowledge, Microsoft Office and blueprint

Improved Performance of
Overhead Vehicular Doors

Energy Design Guide Focuses Solely
on Metal Building Systems

Database. This data will be introduced into the

owner can barely stay in control of the tasks they

tant things that will make you money. As their

reading experience required. Email resume, refer-

Athena Impact Estimator to assist in defining

can do in a day. Doing activities that can be delegat-

business coach, my recommendations for these

ences and salary history to xxxxx.

Overhead vehicular doors can be a building

The MBMA Energy Design

environmental impacts, energy efficiency and

ed hold the business owner back from being effec-

business owners were:

envelope’s weakest link in hurricane conditions.

Guide for Metal Building Sys-

improvement opportunities.

tive and reaching long-term goals. And since most

Through wind load resistance testing, MBMA is

tems has the tools to incorpo-

employment websites. When you receive resumes,
Dan should hire a part-time professional full-

sort them by experience, relevance, salary and

stay stuck forever and continue to complain they

charge bookkeeper (or construction book-

longevity at their previous employers. Next, schedule

can’t find any good help! It’s a vicious downward

keeping service) to come into his office two

a short phone interview and ask detailed questions

spiral that leads to low profit and no growth.

days per week. The cost will be around $1,500 per

about their experience, knowledge, teamwork,

month. With an extra 20 hours per week free, Dan

responsibilities, strengths and weaknesses. Also ask

can go out and sell an additional $50,000 to $75,000

about their time commitment, salary requirements

of work every month.

and benefits they expect. If you like them, schedule

amassing a greater understanding of the loads im-

rate daylighting, cool roofs and

parted by doors on metal jambs, and will soon de-

photovoltaic panels into metal

velop a jamb design procedure to improve design

buildings; to understand

Metal buildings continue to evolve and MBMA’s

criteria and allow the doors to remain economical.

energy codes, standards

responsibility is to get way out ahead of today’s

Why can’t you let go?

and compliance tools; and to analyze

paradigms and plant the right seeds to impact the

Tapered Member Shear Strength
Testing Leads to More Efficient Design

certification programs.

way metal building systems will be used in the fu-

What activities can you let go of and turn over to

ture. We’re all about increasing the pie; and that’s

another or new employee? Examples of business

Recent MBMA sponsored tests of tapered mem-

what we’ll address as we develop a three-year

owners with this problem include the following:

bers show that shear buckling strength is up to

MBMA/ORNL Flexible Platform
Research Program

40 percent greater than predicted by American

The intent of the flexible platform research is to

a face-to-face interview. Always have your spouse
Bill needs to hire a full-time construction

meet them during the interview, as two heads are

project administrator and move one of his

better than one in determining attitude, energy and

Dan owns a civil and concrete company. He

foremen into the office. He could delegate and

if they’ll fit into the company. And finally, if you are

spends an extra 20 hours per week paying bills,

assign them accountabilities to handle many every-

ready to hire them, offer a 30- or 90-day probation

strategic plan.
Metal building systems are far more sophis-

Next, place the ad in one of the low-cost online

business owners don’t really like to hire people, they

Progressive Three-Year
Research Strategy Underway

Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). MBMA is

improve the energy efficiency of metal buildings

ticated than they were a decade ago. Due to

teaming with AISC to expand this research to make

by identifying and validating cost-effective ma-

MBMA’s research leadership, further evolution is

writing checks, doing payroll, balancing the check-

day tasks so he can focus on customers and pro-

period to determine if they’ll be the right long-term

terials and construction techniques, and learning

not far down the road. Even during the recession,

book and going to the bank. His best skill is selling

ductivity. The investment of $100,000 per year will

person to help your company get organized and grow.

how those systems interact in real buildings. New

MBMA invested heavily in engineering technology,

and finding new customers, but he doesn’t have

allow his company to grow by at least $1,500,000

research will help demonstrate ways to retrofit fa-

fabrication concepts, structural improvements and

enough time to get out of the office. As a result

in profitable sales if he spends his time networking

George Hedley works with contractors to build

cilities to reduce operating costs. MBMA is excited

building quality. As a result, buildings today are

he’s losing money and his field operations are not

and seeking new customers who need the value-

profitable growing companies. He is a profes-

producing what he needs to make a profit.

added design-build services they perform.

sional business coach, popular speaker and best-

Bill owns an electrical contracting company.

Jered committed to hire a recent college con-

available online at www.hardhatpresentations.

To save money he eliminated the office manager/

struction management graduate to help him

com. To sign-up for his free e-newsletter, join

with take-offs, obtaining quotations, estimat-

his next webinar, be part of a BIZCOACH pro-

metal building systems more competitive.

Flange Brace Research Results
to New Tool—Coming Soon!
When the AISC combined its Allowable Stress

about developing such real-world solutions that will

far better in terms of cost, strength, function and

Design and Load and Resistance Factor Design

significantly impact the industry.

aesthetics. Through the innovations outlined above,
we are moving the industry to a higher level.

criteria, this resulted in new flange brace design

selling author of “Get Your Business To Work!”

to more accurately predict flange brace strength

Fire Rated Wall Assembly
Listings Adopted

Jeff Carmean is chairman of the Metal Building

contract administrator and project manager a few

and stiffness requirements for metal buildings.

MBMA performed research that led to new exte-

Manufacturers Association based in Cleveland. You

years ago. Now he’s stuck doing all the secre-

ing and act as an assistant project manager.

gram, or get a discount coupon for online classes

This small investment of $50,000 will allow him to

at www.hardhatbizschool.com, email

take his company to the next level.

GH@hardhatpresentations.com.

requirements. As a result, MBMA examined how

8

positions they need to fill, such as administrators,

MBMA contracted with researchers at Georgia

rior fire wall listings. The one-hour listing relates

can learn more about all of MBMA’s educational

tarial and administrative duties required to keep

Tech to develop a tool, available by the end of

to rated non-load bearing assemblies and provides

materials and programs at www.mbma.com

his company going, plus manage his foreman,
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